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Abstract: Rather than produce schema transformation methods for every 
different pair of models, it is proposed that a generic method should be 
developed using a method engineer friendly model called the Method 
View Model. Method concepts are organised in an is composed of 
hierarchy. A technique is presented that maps concepts of one 
hierarchy to those of the other. This technique produces feasible 
mappings, which can be presented to the method engineer for 
subsequent fine-tuning. The technique is illustrated for mapping 
between ER and Relational as well as between Relational and XML 
models respectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Schema transformation is done in a number of situations (i) in moving 
from one stage in the system life cycle to the next, (ii) building a 
common global schema for several schemata in heterogeneous data 
bases, (ii) reverse engineering. With the emergence of e-systems, 
schema transformation is used when sharing data in B2B systems and 
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in transforming structured schemata to semi-structured HTMLIXML 
schemata. There are three ways in which transformation products are 
used, and we refer to these as complementary, isolated, and integrated 
respectively. These are as follows: 
• Complementary: both the original and its transformed schema 
are used. This happens when transforming structured schemata to 
semi-structured ones (WilOl). 
• Isolated: the transformed schema becomes the focus of attention, 
for example, when moving from the ER to the relational schema 
(Korth9l). The relational schema with no further reference to the ER 
Schema is used to build a relational database. 
• Integrated: the transformed schemata are integrated together in a 
common data model, as happens in building a global schema for 
schemata of distributed heterogeneous databases (Mcb 01). 
The method for transformation is to start with the pair of models in 
which the schemata are to be expressed and 
(a) Establish mapping between their concepts 
(b) Define transformation rules between mapping concepts 
(c) Perform the transformation process by applying the rules to a 
given schema. 
The application engineer performs (c). The mapping and 
transformation rules are given to the application engineer. Step (a) 
and (b) imply that for every different pair of models, different concept 
mapping and transformation rules are devised. Indeed a number of 
proposals exist that convert ER to the Relational model (Kor9l), 
Relational to XML (McbOl), 00 to XML (RenOl). These attempts 
exploit the experience of their designers and are based on an ad-hoc 
approach. Evidently, a generic way of doing this will be helpful that 
can handle any pair of models so that the prevalent experience based, 
ad-hoc approach gives way to a systematic, computer-supported one. 
In (Pra97), Prakash has defined a method as a triplet, <D, Dep, E> 
where D is a set of decisions, Dep is a set of dependencies between 
these, and E is an enactment algorithm. Methods were considered as 
atomic or compound. The latter can be decomposed into simpler 
methods and are characterised by having more than one product model 
in them. There are two kinds of compound methods, constructional 
and transformational. Constructional methods provide different views 
of the same system. An example is OMT, which provides three 
complementary views of an information system from the perspectives 
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of its Object, Functional and Dynamic Models. These views are 
related to one another. For example, the objects of the Object Model 
are expressed as data stores/data flows in the Functional Model and 
vice-versa. This makes for mapping in the sense of (a) above, 
between the Object and Functional models and is the case of 
complementary transformation. Transformational methods convert 
schemata of one model to another as is done, for example, in moving 
from ER schemata to their relational schemata. This is the case of 
isolated transformation. It can be seen that compound methods 
whether constructional or transformational are essentially concerned 
with schema transformation in its different forms. 
Now, the discipline of method engineering enables method engineers 
to use CAME tools for building methods. By and large, method 
engineering has been successful in building atomic methods. 
However, it is possible to construct only a part of constructional 
compound methods: in OMT, for example, methods for the three 
separate component product models are engineered but their 
mappings are not. Similarly, method-engineering techniques for 
building transformational compound methods have not yet been 
reported. 
Our research is directed at engineering transformational compound 
methods. Thus, we aim to address issues (a) to (c) mentioned above. 
However, in this paper we look at (a) only. That is, given a pair of 
models, we show that it is possible to provide CAME support to 
establish mapping between their concepts. We extend the approach of 
Gupta and Prakash (01) to do this. They defined a Method View 
Model that provides the concepts in terms of which method engineers 
visualise their methods. This Model defines two relationships, is 
composed of and is mapped to between method concepts. The former 
is used for building atomic methods and has been explored in 
(GupOl). We will use the latter as a means of establishing a mapping 
between concepts of compound methods. We show in this paper, that 
the is composed of can be used to derive the is mapped to. Indeed, it is 
possible to automate this derivation so that a CAME tool can produce 
a feasible mapping between concepts of a pair of methods. The input 
to such a tool is the is composed of hierarchies of the two methods. 

The feasible mapping is presented to the method engineer for review 
who can modify it to yield the preferred mapping. 
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In the next section we provide an overview of the decision-oriented 
view of a method. The method view model and the is composed of 
hierarchy is presented in Section 3. Establishment of mapping 
between concepts of a pair of models is dealt in Section 4. In Section 
5, we show that the generic approach of Section 4 can be successfully 
applied to convert a Relational schema to an XML schema. 

2. OVERVIEW OF METHODS 

As shown in Figure 1, it is possible to look upon a method in two 
ways, as atomic/compound or as constructional/transformational. A 
compound method consists of more than one component method 
whereas an atomic method cannot be decomposed further. An atomic 
method deals only with those products that are expressed in exactly 
one product model. A transformational method is used for 
transforming a product, expressed in one or more product models, into 
a product of other product model(s). Such methods build isolated 
products. In contrast, a constructional method is used whenever a new 
product, expressed in one or more product models, is to be 
constructed. These methods build complementary products. A 
constructional method that builds products for the ER model is atomic 
since the product is expressed in exactly one model. Similarly, the 
transformational method for converting an ER product into a 
Relational product is atomic since each of the products is expressed in 
exactly one product model. An OMT product is compound 
constructional since the product is expressed in more than one product 
model. 
A method M is defined as (Pra97) 
M= Op (MI, M2 ... Mn) 
Where Op can be Construct or Transform. For a constructional 
method M 
M= Construct (Ml, M2 ... Mn). 
It should be possible to map every pair Mi, Mj (i<>j) in M to one 
another. 
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That is, 
Map (Mi, Mj) 
Similarly, for a transformational method 
M= Transform (Ml, M2 ... Mn) 
It should be possible to convert from every Mi to Mi+ 1 in M 
Convert (Mi, Mi+l). 

157 

Constructional and Transformational methods impose constraints on 
Map and Convert respectively for them to be well defined. 

constraint 
enforcement 

constraint product 
enforcement composition 

Figure l:The Generic Method 

Compound Methods are well-defined iff component methods Ml, 
M2 ... Mn and the Map/Convert are well defined. Whereas (GupOl) 
has looked after well definedness of MI, M2 ... Mn they left the issue 
of Map/Convert unaddressed. Map/Convert is the formal way of 
expressing steps (a) and (b) mentioned in Section 1. 

3. THE METHOD VIEW MODEL (MVM) 

In (GupOI) a Method View Model (MVM) has been proposed using 
which the method engineer conceptualizes his/her method. The MVM 
is shown in Figure2. A thing is an abstraction of the set of concepts of 
the method. These are partitioned into Product Entities, Link and 
Constraint to identify concepts that are for product construction, 
connecting two product entities together and constraint enforcement 
respecti vely. 
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Figure 2: The Method View Model 

Things are related to one another by the is composed of and is mapped 
to relationships respectively. The is mapped to relates together things 
of two different models. It says that a thing of one model maps to that 
of another. The is composed of says that things of a product model are 
built out of simpler ones. 

If Sj is composed of Sj then we shall refer to Sj as super concept and 
to Sj as sub-concept. The is composed of relationship is an M: N 
relationship whose cardinality is expressed in two attributes called 
m_min and m_max, respectively. These provide values for the 
minimum and maximum number of sub-concepts needed by a super
concept. For example if a relationship is composed of at least two 
entities then m_min=2 and m_max=n. That is, a minimum of 2 and a 
maximum of n entities can participate in a relationship. 

The is mapped to specifies the correspondence between the things 
of two different models. Given two methods Ml and M2, if Sj is 
mapped to Sj' then Sj maps to Sj where Sj is a thing of Ml and Sj is a 
thing of M2. The is mapped to is an M: N relationship. For example in 
a mapping of an ER model to a Relational model, an Entity of ER 
model is mapped to a Relation of relational model. 

3.1 Is composed of hierarchy 

The is composed of relationships between the things of a method helps 
in building an is composed of hierarchy. Nodes of the hierarchy are 
the things and its edges are the is composed of relationships. Edges of 
the hierarchy have attributes min and max associated with them. The 
hierarchical levels are numbered with the bottom level as zero and 
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increases in the upward direction. We take the is composed of 
information in the same format as (GupOl), i.e. <super concept, sub 
concept, min, max> and convert it into a hierarchy. 
As an example, consider the following list of things C and the is 
composed of relationships 

FunClionalilV CardinalilV 

ERModel 

Figure 3: The Is composed of Hierarchy 

C = < Relationship, Entity, Attribute, Pokey, Functionality, 
Cardinality> 
Is composed of Relationships:
< Relationship, Attribute, l,n > 
< Relationship, Entity, 1, n > 
< Relationship, Cardinality, 1,1 > 
< Relationship, Pokey 1,1 > 
< Entity, Attribute, l,n > 
< Entity, Pokey 1,1 > 
< Pokey, Attribute l,n > 
< Attribute, Functionality l,n > 
This results in the hierarchy of Figure 3. 

4. DEVELOPING THE MAPPING 

We derive the is mapped to relationships between two methods from 
their is composed of hierarchies. Given these hierarchies three cases 
arise (a) all mappings between nodes are given (b) only a subset of the 
mapping between nodes is given and (c) no mapping knowledge is 
available. Clearly (a) is a trivial case. 
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Once the derivation process starts it produces the is mapped to 
relationships with no further intervention from the method engineer. 
The relationships produced are presented to the method engineer who 
either accepts them or modifies them to meet his/her needs. Thus, in 
cases (b) and (c) the derivation process produces a feasible mapping 
for the method engineer. However, in comparison to case (a) for case 
(b) the derivation process produces an output, which is likely to be 
more correct and more acceptable 

In general, the number of levels in the two hierarchies may be 
different: one hierarchy may have n levels and the other m, m<>n. 
Similarly, the total number of nodes in the two hierarchies may be 
unequal. Further these may be distributed across levels differently. For 
example, one hierarchy may have a total of p nodes and the other may 
have q nodes. Additionally, level 1 of the first method may have k 
nodes and the level 1 of the other may have j nodes. We can establish 
a mapping between the nodes of the two hierarchies in two ways: 
(a) Establish node mapping directly or 
(b) Break up node mapping into two 

• Establish mapping between the levels of the two 
hierarchies. For example, this step can establish that the 
level m of one maps to level n of the other. We will refer 
to the pair (m, n) as mapping levels. 

• Once mapping levels have been established we determine 
the mapping between nodes in the two hierarchies. This is 
done by taking a mapping level say (m, n), and 
determining the nodes of these levels that map to one 
another. For example, node k of m could map to node I of 
n for a mapping level (m, n). We will refer to (k, j) as 
mapping nodes. 

We adopt approach (b) here. 

4.1 Establishing Mapping between Levels 

The underlying assumption in level mapping is that if a pair of 
mapping levels (p, q) is known then (p±l,q±I), (p±2,q±2) are all 
mapping levels. This follows from the fact that (p+l) is composed ofp 
and (p-l) is a component ofp. Similarly, (q+l) is composed ofq and 
(q-l) is a component of q. If the levels in one of the hierarchies are 
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exhausted then the remaining levels abovelbelow, if any of one is 
mapped to the topmostlbottommost level of the other. This further 
leads to the cases summarised below. 

4.1.1 Case 1: Node mapping not given 

In this case the level mapping between the two hierarchies is 
completely unknown. We assume that the Oth level of Ml is mapped to 
the Oth level of M2 (0,0). Starting from the (0,0) level, we establish 
mapping between each level above it till the levels in one or the other 
hierarchy is exhausted. 

Rei 

Attribute 

Functionahty Cardinality Functionality 

ER Model Relational Model 

Figure 4: Hierarchies of ER and Relational Models 

Thereafter, all the remaining levels, if any, of one are made to map to 
the topmostlbottommost level of the other. For example consider 
mapping of an ER model to a Relational model. The two hierarchies 
are shown in Figure 4. The mapping levels established between the 
two models when no node mapping input is given are as follows: -
(0,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (4,3). 
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4.1.2 Case 2: Given Partial Mapping 

In this case node mapping is partially known. The method engineer 
may supply one or more node mapping as input. These node mappings 
are used to determine mapping levels. We assume that if a pair of 
nodes map then their levels also map. This implies that if there is a 
pair of mapping nodes (p, q) then (m, n) is a mapping level and all the 
nodes at m map to the nodes at n. 
For example, given Al and A3 at levels 1 and 3 of one hierarchy and 
C2 and C5 at levels 3 and 5 of the other are the mapping nodes (AI, 
C2) and (A3, C5) then the mapping levels are (1,2) and (3,5). 

If exactly one node mapping is given, then there is exactly one 
mapping level specified by the method engineer. For levels above we 
establish level mapping as for case 1. Additionally, the same 
procedure is followed for levels below till one or the other hierarchy is 
exhausted. All remaining levels then map to the bottommost level of 
the other. As an example, consider the mapping of levels of MI and 
M2 as shown in Figure 5. The given input translates to the level 
mapping (l12, b). Then, the mapping levels above (l12, lz4) are (l13, lz5) 
and (l14, lzs). Now, we proceed to map the levels below (h2, 124). This 
yields the following mapping (lll, lz3)· (lll, hz) and (hd21)· 

L" •• ----------- .. ,. 

Figure 5: Given Partial mapping with single input 

If more than one-node mappings are given, then the mapping level 
input thus determined should not consist of cross mapping levels as 
shown in figure 6. 
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a ________________ 

______ __ ____ 
C ______ __ ____ S 

d __________________ 

e 

Figure 6: Cross level mapping 

From the is composed of hierarchies of the two models the concept nq 
which is a super concept of nt must go above level a. If not then the is 
composed of relationship is violated. Similarly if nt has a super 
concept at levels rand s and they map to levels above a in M2, then 
the super concept ns of nt becomes a super concept of nq- Again a 
violation of the is composed of relationship occurs. Also, if nq is 
composed of nt then nq goes to nd is a violation. These cases are not 
practically possible. 

If valid multiple node mappings are given, then starting from the 
lowest mapping level in the hierarchy, for every pair of levels, level 
mapping is established for the levels between that given pair as in case 
1, till the levels of one or both the hierarchies is exhausted. There is a 
possibility that one or more levels still remain to be mapped between 
the given pair of levels. These remaining levels map to the topmost 
level of the given pair of levels. Further, it may be the case that there 
are additional levels in the hierarchies above the highest given 
mapping given levels. In that case, starting from the highest level the 
procedure of case 1 is adopted. Finally, there may be levels below the 
lowest given mapping level. As before, starting from this lowest level 
we proceed downwards till all the levels of one are exhausted. Any 
remaining levels are mapped to the bottommost level of the exhausted 
hierarchy. 
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Figure 7 : Given Partial mapping with multiple input 

As an example consider Figure 7 Given: - (112, h3) and (114, b) and 
(l16, 12s). 
For the pair of levels (112, h3) and (114, b) we get the mapping (113, h4). 
The levels in both the hierarchies between this pair of levels is 
exhausted so, we proceed to the next given pair of levels. (l14,lz5)and 
(l16,lzs). As earlier we get the mapping (l15, lz6) and (116, lz7). Further, 
there are levels above the given mapping levels. These result in (l17, 
h9) and (11S, lz9)' The levels below the lowest given mapping are 
mapped similarly and we get (111, h2) and (lll, ht). 
We apply this to our hierarchies of Figure 4. Let the given mapping 
levels be (1,1) and (3,3). Then, we get (2,2). Now, the levels of the 
Relational model are exhausted after the mapping of the levels (3,3) 
but still some levels remain in the ER model for mapping. Then, 
adopting the procedure of case 1 we get (4,3). Below (1,1) we still 
have some levels remaining in both the models. We proceed to map 
them to obtain (0,0). Both hierarchies are exhausted now and the 
process terminates. 

4.2 Establishing Mapping between the Nodes of 
Mapping Levels 

In establishing node mapping the underlying assumption is that if the 
is composed of relationships of the node of one model are similar to 
the is composed of relationships entered into by another node of the 
other model at the mapping level, then the two nodes are mapping 
nodes. In other words, if the sub hierarchy rooted in a candidate node 
is the same as that of the other, then there is a topological probability 
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that the two nodes map, provided the two nodes are at the same 
mapping level. 
Consider the mapping level (j, k) of Figure. 8. Let j consist of nodes 
njl> nj2,·· .njp. Similarly, let k consist of nkl> nk2, .... nkq. Let nji be a sub 
concept of nxg and a super concept of nha. Then, look for a node nk! 
which is a sub concept of a node nyh and a super concept of nia at level 
y such that x, y and h, i are mapping levels. If min and max for "nxg is 
composed ofnjt are equal to those for "nyh is composed ofnkt and the 
min and max for "nji is composed of nha" are also equal to those for 
"nkl is composed of nia" then we say that nji maps to nkl. This node 
mapping is expressed as (nji> nkl ) 

x y 

J k 

Ml M2 

Figure 8: Level mapping of super concepts for a node. 

We define a "similarity" between two is composed of relationships 
represented as the is composed of links in the hierarchy as: A 
similarity exists between these provided 
1. Levels of the super concepts and the sub concepts of these nodes 

are mapping levels and 
2. Min and Max of the is composed of relationship of these nodes 

with their super concepts and sub concepts respectively are the 
same 

When, the two is composed of relationships are not similar, then we 
say they are dissimilar. The greater the number of similarities, the 
greater is the level of confidence that the two nodes map to each other. 
The maximum amount of confidence in node mapping is when there 
are only similarities and no dissimilarities. The least amount of 
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confidence is when there are all dissimilarities and no similarities and 
there are varying shades of confidence in between. 
We propose that node mapping should be considered only for the 
cases, whose number of similarities is equal to or more than the 
threshold value. We define this threshold value as follows:-

Threshold: (Number of is composed of links in the sub tree) 12 
As an example consider the five cases given in Table 1. All of these 
shows a node with 6 is composed of relationships. Consequently, the 
value of threshold is 3. The first case of Table 1 is shown in Figure 8. 
Here all the is composed of links of nji and nkl at mapping level (j, k) 
are similar. The similarity exists between the following links: (A, H) 
(B, G) (C, I) (D, J) (E, K) and (F, L). As there are six similar is 
composed of links we have six similarities. Additionally, there are no 
dissimilarities. This is the best case with all similarities and no 
dissimilarities. 

q 

Figure 9: Node mapping 

In the second case of Table 1 there are five similarities and one 
dissimilarity. As this lies above the threshold value this case is 
acceptable for node mapping. In the third case of Table 1 there are 
four similarities and two dissimilarities. This case lies above the 
threshold value and is acceptable for mapping. The fourth case shows 
equal number of similarities and dissimilarities. This case is equal to 
the threshold level, hence it is also acceptable for node mapping.The 
fifth case has no similarities and six dissimilarities, which are the 
maximum possible dissimilarities between two nodes. This is the 
worst case for node mapping and is rejected. 
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4.2.1 Presenting the Node Mappings 

Once the similarities are determined and feasible node mappings are 
obtained then the proposed node mappings are displayed for possible 
modifications by the method engineer. This display is in the form of a 
table, which has one row for every node mapping and each row has 
four entries: node of one method, node of other method, number of 
similarities/ number of is composed of links, threshold value. The first 
two entries of each row identify the nodes that are mapped to each 
other. The third and fourth entries give an indication of the confidence 
in the node mapping. 
For example, 
In 1m 14/6 3 
Says that n maps to m. Out of 6 is composed of links, only 4 are 
similar and the threshold value is 3. The level of confidence in this 
case cannot be very high since the separation between the level of 
similarities and the threshold value is only 1 which is rather small. 

Table 1: Level of Confidence in node mapping 

Si.No No. of Accept- Figure 
Similarities ability 
/Max. No of 
Similarities 

I 6/6 Yes . , 
1.,0/ . . \ II • 

I // \ lib, • 
\l I·, II "', , • 

) 'Dr 
I 

.I. 
" 

(1.11 ."-, 
.:.-. "- · , , 

2 516 Yes 

· , 
,,/ \ , 

I // \ !. • 
• I 

) 
r 

I /.. " ,. II.I)\.. '\ 

• ,'\. '\ • 
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3 4/6 Yes 

. 
· / \ · / '. h... · j ;.p. 
· " .. '::2': 1 · ./. " .. 11,11 -"'-. I 

. "' ,,' . · .. · 
4 3/6 Yes 

· . y 

1.1./ q 

1 // \ L" r 

j i/.) 
ll .lII) • I 

J f'YI\ , 
(1.1) .I. 

'" -"" I L'S: I ' 
h 

5 0/6 No 

. .... / ' · \ .. 11 

. / -'. 

l' , 
1 "r\ 
I /. " ,,:. -"'-::-, · 

5. MAPPING OF RELATIONAL MODEL TO 
XML 

• 

, 

· , 

· 
· 

· 

For purposes of illustration we will consider the cases where no node 
mapping is given. Let the things and the is composed of relationships 
of the Relational model be as follows: -

Given: -
(Things of Relational Model) 
C = < Relation, Attribute, key, functionality> 
(Is composed of Relationship of Relational model) 

< Relation, Attribute, 1,n > 
< Relation, Key, 1, 1 > 
< Pokey, Attribute 1,n > 
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Similarly, let the things and the is composed of relationships of the 
XML model be as follows: -
(Things of XML Model) 
C=< Containment,Element, Attribute, ID, Multiplicity, Functionality> 
(Is composed of Relationship of XML Model) 
< Containment, Element, l,n > 
< Containment, Multiplicity 1,1 > 
< Containment, ID, 1,1 > 
< Containment, Attribute, l,n > 
< Element, Attribute l,n > 
< Element, ID 1,1 > 
< ID, Attribute l,n > 
< Attribute, functionality 1,1 > 
The is composed of hierarchies are shown in Figure 10 below. 
Step1: -
The mapping is assumed as (0,0). 

3 

2 

o 

Relai<.n 

Relatioml 
Modd 

XMLModel 

Figure 10 : Is composed of hierarchies of the Relational and XML models 

Mapping levels are established as in Section 4 by mapping the levels 
above the given level (0,0) of the two models one by one. Giving us 
(0,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3,3). 
Now the levels of the Relational model are exhausted but level 4 in 
XML is still to be mapped. It is mapped to the topmost level of the 
Relational model. So we get (3,4). The next step is node mapping at 
these mapping levels. 
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Step2: -
For level (0,0) we select Functionality in Relational model and look 
for a mapping node in XML. There are two nodes Multiplicity and 
Functionality in XML. 

o 

EUribul. 

(I,D) 

""",iolllllily 

Relational 
Model 

Conuuomeur 

Mu.hiplicily 

The pair (Functionality, Multiplicity) has no similar is composed of 
links and is rejected for mapping. The sub hierarchy for this pair of 
nodes is shown above. 

1 

o 

Attributer 

(I ,n) 

Functionality 

Relational 
Model 

.(I,n) 

Funcllonaiity 

1 

o 

XMLModel 

For the other pair (Functionality. Functionality) there is only one is 
composed of link in each of the sub hierarchies. These links are 
similar because 

1. Min, max of the two are the same and 
2. The levels of the super concepts are at mapping levels. 

As there are no dissimilarities this is the case of maximum confidence 
and we get the node mapping (Functionality, Functionality). 
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The next mapping level (1,1) has the pair (Attribute, Attribute). As 
shown in the figure there are three similarities and one dissimilarity. 
This lies above the threshold and we get the node mapping (Attribute, 
Attribute). 

3 

2 
P_Key 

(I .n 

o 

Relaion 

(I.n) 

Functionality 

Relational 
Modd 

(I.n 

4 

3 

o 
XML Model 

The third mapping level has (P-Key, Id) nodes. There are two 
similarities and one dissimilarity. This lies above the threshold level 
and is acceptable. 

Reillion 4 3 (I 

(1.1) 

P_Ke J 
2 

(I.n 
2 

Attribute 

0 Attrimte 

0 
Rdational 
Modd 

XML Modd 

The fourth mapping level has (Relation, Element). This has two 
similar and one dissimilar is composed of link. Hence this mapping is 
acceptable. 
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4 

Bement J 
( 1,1) 

H 2 

o 

XML Modd 

The last node (Relation, Containment) has two similar and two 
dissimilar links. Since it lies at the threshold it is also acceptable. 
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These mappings are presented to the method engineer in Table 2. 
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Table 2 : Proposed Node Mappings 

Relational XML Similarity Thresh-old 
Functionality Functionality 111 0.5 
Attribute Attribute 3/4 2 
P key Id 2/3 1.5 
Relation Element 2/3 1.5 
Relation Containment 2/4 2 

6. LIMITATIONS 

Our approach for determining mapping has the limitation that it does 
not work for is composed of hierarchies that contain a mix of 
concepts, passive as well as active. Examples of active concepts are 
the notions of operators, processes, events, etc. When these are mixed 
with passive concepts like entity, relationship etc. then it becomes 
difficult to determine level mapping. Consider OM and FM of OMT 
that contain the notion of an operator and process respectively. The is 
composed of hierarchies of these are shown in Figure 11. Let the given 
level mapping be (process, operation) shown by the dotted line. Then, 
by case 2 of section 4.2 we obtain the following level mappings: -

(2,0), (l,0), (0,0), (2,1), (2,2) 
This mapping of level shows that the things at these levels are also 
mapping, which means that the things at levels (2,1,0 ) of 00 Model 
map to (2,1,0) ofDF model giving a probable node mapping 
«Process, Data _flow, Store, Input, Output, Operation, Attribute), 
(Association, Object., Multiplicity, Operation., Attribute» from 
mapping level (0,2). 
It can be seen that the mapping exists between (Association, Process). 
This mapping is semantically meaningless. Thus, we assume that our 
is composed of hierarchies contain concepts that are either all passive 
or all active. If the concepts of operation and process as well as their is 
composed of relationship are removed from Figure. 11 , then it can be 
seen that the semantic difficulty does not arise. 
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Figure 11 : Is composed of hierarchy of OM and DF 

Separate hierarchies for the active concepts need to be built and the 
process described in this paper applied to these as well. The active and 
passive mappings yield the complete mapping between the models. 

7. CAME SUPPORT 

The CAME support to generate compound methods is shown in 
Figure 12. We view this figure in two parts, the top part and the 
bottom part. The former is for generating atomic methods as 
developed in (GupOl) whereas the latter is for generating the is 
mapped to relationship and applies to compound methods. We 
consider the second of these here. 
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Figure 12 : The Complete Came Tool 
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The ideas of this paper form the first component, called Mapping 
Builder. This component produces a feasible mapping and displays it 
to the method engineer. This establishes that one concept is mapped to 
another. Now, the cardinality of this mapping has to be specified. Just 
as done in (GupOl), we expect the CAME tool to produce the 
constraints of completeness, conformity, and fidelity from the 
cardinality and mapping information. This is done by the Constraint 
Generator component of the CAME tool. 
The generated constraints together with the mapping information are 
then input to the Method Generator. This generator produces the set of 
decisions and dependencies that are needed to define method statics. 

8. CONCLUSION 

We have experimented with our approach with a number of methods 
both constructional and transformational and the results are rather 
encouraging. It seems to us that the essential reason the approach 
works is because the concepts of a method are composed of one 
another. Thus, starting from simple concepts, complex method 
concepts can be built. The is composed of hierarchy captures this 
'composed' nature of a method well. Our approach works for 
semantically meaningful hierarchies: those that have purely passive or 
active concepts in them. 
A prototype of the Mapping Generator is already running in our 
laboratory. We are now working on the Constraint and Method 
Generator modules of the CAME tool. Thereafter, we will consider 
the schema mapping process where our main thrust is in producing an 
optimal process. 
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